Sponsor a Scout for NOAC

A scout who attends NOAC will experience a change in a positive manner. It’s practically a guarantee. After six days of training, crazy games, national competitions, making friends from around the world, and seeing night after night of jaw dropping shows, any attendee will find a new understanding of themselves and Boy Scouts. One cannot see the 10,000 attendees without seeing the magnitude of the Scouting movement. There are many more than just 10,000 Arrowmen across the nation. There are thousands more, who because of cost, cannot attend NOAC 2015.

You can be the difference.

For additional information check out the Lodge Website KittanLodge.org or email noac@kittanlodge.org
Program Description

Enjoy this unique opportunity to connect with the youth of Kittan Lodge. You can assist a young Arrowman in making the trip of a lifetime! Help provide an experience that will deepen his ties to our brotherhood of cheerful service – the Order of the Arrow. Sponsor a young Arrowman and assure a strong future for the Order of the Arrow and the Boy Scouts of American. Our values and our interests depend on it.

The cost for a youth to attend NOAC 2015 is approximately $900. That includes the National Conference fee of $475 and travel to the event. A small contribution will provide you with a special connection to the NOAC Kittan Lodge Contingent by enabling a Scout to embark on an opportunity of a lifetime. With your donation you will be teamed up and connect with a young Arrowman. In return you will receive personalized communication, event flaps and the satisfaction of his growth in Scouting.

Take this opportunity to encourage the NOAC attendance of a young Arrowman. Take this time to enlighten a youth to the opportunity this event offers. You can also select a youth from the existing Contingent roster.

This is a different way to participate in NOAC. Help a youth, make a new friend, while strengthening the Lodge and receiving some unique lodge Flaps. The chance to make a difference is yours.

Carroll A. Edson
CO-Founder
Donor Level $50
You receive:
- A short biography of your sponsored scout
- Kittan Lodge Contingent Flap
- Two flaps that your scout traded for you at NOAC
- A thank you note written upon the return of your scout

E. Urner Goodman
FOUNDER
Donor Level $100+
You receive:
- A short biography of your sponsored scout
- Kittan Lodge Contingent Flap
- Two flaps that your scout traded for you at NOAC
- A Special bordered Sponsor Flap, only issued to sponsors like yourself
- A thank you note written upon the return of the return of your scout